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Experimenting with portrait art to
illustrate emotions

S

her desk after a long, busy day of
school and swimming; she picks up
a pencil, creates an image in her head
and begins to unleash her creative energy. She sketches, draws and paints
spends her time creating both painting with a variety of mediums to bring
her art to life.
during her childhood, when she
press herself creatively.
up drawing and doo“As a kid, I remember
ing things and that
sparked my passion
and love for art.”
-

sketch and then I go over the sketch with

me to create a work of art around that photo.”
menting with a variety of mediums, including watercolor, pastels and charcoal.
pastels quite this much and it was a really
grow as an artist using this new medium,”
learning to adapt to this new medium and
learn new technical skills to apply to the
this self-portrait, are made in her moments
“A lot of my pieces are made when I
am not the most mentally stable, and
said. “In this piece, I was feeling re-
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in need of a break. I used this piece to let
out some of my steam by doing what makes
me happiest.”
ing art, she viewed her
pieces in a more critical
way and often focused
of her work.
“Before, I was [focused on] succeeding
and getting approval
and validation from other people about my art,”

talking.”

pectations.

as a method of self-care but sometimes
struggles to make time for it. To get out of
-

about the outcome and it was more about

“It’s a way to
express what
I’m feeling and
it’s easier than
talking.”

ing to convey in my
art…and really getting my emotions onto
the paper.”
-

through the challenges of her everyday life.
tional person and this [art] is the thing
that
I can do to [let my
emotions out].

time for creativity and
avoids having overly

on creating art that speaks to her feelings
and plans to make this a focus during the

herself and her pieces.

challenging part of creating a new piece is the
initial
stages—sitting
down and beginning to
draw or paint.
ing particularly inspired
or have a rush of energy to create at a ranget everything out.”
itize her own feelings about art
earlier on in her life. She felt

I sit down and make some art it usually
makes it easier to distinguish my feelings,”
periences and emotions that people can
resonate with.
people to look at my art and be impacted
by it and realize that some of the emotions
they may be having I
might be too.”
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